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 :6<9*,:6-3(>
 >OH[HYL[OLWYPUJPWHSZV\YJLZVMSH^HUKYLN\SH[PVUYLSH[PUN
[VJVW`YPNO[HUKJVW`YPNO[SP[PNH[PVU&)YPLÅ`KLZJYPIL[OLYVSLVM
PU[LYUH[PVUHSMLKLYHSVYZ[H[LSH^ZHUKYLSL]HUJLVMJV\Y[KLJPZPVUZ
SPZ[HUKIYPLÅ`KLZJYPILYLSL]HU[Z[H[\[LZHUKPU[LYUH[PVUHS[YLH[PLZ
Thailand is a civil law jurisdiction. The principal legal sources are acts,
statutes and regulations. The principal source of law relating to copyright is
the Copyright Act B.E. 2537 (1994). As a civil law country, Thai courts will
interpret and apply existing law according to the intent of the legislative
drafters. Accordingly, the court is not bound to follow the reasoning used in
precedents; however, they can be used as a reference on a case-by-case basis.
International agreements protecting copyright of which Thailand is also
a member include the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and
Artistic Works and the TRIPS Agreement. Thailand, thus, is bound to protect
copyright works of member countries of both international agreements.
However, Thailand is not a signatory to the Rome Convention of 1961 or the
Universal Copyright Convention. Therefore, only persons with unpublished
works who are nationals, subjects, or residents of a country party to the
Berne Convention, and those whose works were ﬁrst published in such a
member country may claim copyright protection in Thailand, provided
certain conditions are met.

 >OH[PZ[OLVYKLYVMWYPVYP[`VM[OLYLSL]HU[ZV\YJLZPL^OPJO[HRL
WYLJLKLUJLPU[OLL]LU[VMHJVUÅPJ[&
The Thai system of jurisprudence is dualistic. The fact that Thailand
has entered into a treaty or convention with a foreign country does not
automatically give the provisions of that treaty or convention the force of law
within Thailand. Treaties are not law in Thailand until they are made law by
legislative enactment, such as an act, royal decree or ministerial regulation. In
accordance with principles set out in the Act on Conﬂict of Laws, foreign law
may serve as the law governing a particular case. It must, however, be proved
to the satisfaction of the court that the foreign law is not contrary to public
order or good morals; otherwise the court will apply Thai law.
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 *6<9;(5+(+4050:;9(;0=,:@:;,4
 0U^OPJOJV\Y[ZHYLJVW`YPNO[ZLUMVYJLK&(YL[OL`ZWLJPHSPZLK
JVW`YPNO[ZJV\Y[Z&0MUV[^OH[SL]LSVML_WLY[PZLJHUHJVW`YPNO[
OVSKLYL_WLJ[MYVT[OLJV\Y[Z&
Copyrights are ﬁrst tried in the Intellectual Property and International
Trade (IP and IT) court. The Act for the Establishment of and Procedures
for Intellectual Property and International Trade Court B.E. 2539 (1996)
provides the IP and IT court with jurisdiction over all civil and criminal cases
with respect to intellectual property. The IP and IT court was established in
1997 as an additional court of ﬁrst instance, to consider intellectual property
and international trade disputes. All cases appealed from the IP and IT court
will be appealed directly to the Supreme Court.

 0Z[OLYLHU`HKTPUPZ[YH[P]LIVK`LNHJVW`YPNO[VMÄJL&0MZV
KVLZP[OH]LHU`Q\YPZKPJ[PVUPUJVW`YPNO[SP[PNH[PVU&
The Department of Intellectual Property (DIP) was established in 1992.
It assumed responsibility for the administration of intellectual property
from the Department of Commercial Registration. The DIP does not have
jurisdiction in copyright litigation; however, it provides mediation and
settlement services for intellectual property disputes which can be ﬁled before
bringing cases to the courts.

 ;V^OH[L_[LU[HYLJV\Y[Z^PSSPUN[VJVUZPKLYVYHYLIV\UKI`
[OLVWPUPVUZVMV[OLYUH[PVUVYMVYLPNUJV\Y[Z[OH[OH]LOHUKLKKV^U
KLJPZPVUZPUZPTPSHYJHZLZ&
Under the Thai judicial system, the courts are not bound by prior court
rulings when deciding an issue under the Copyright Act or any other Thai
law for that matter. Every case brought before a Thai court is subject to the
judge’s discretion of the plain meaning of the applicable laws. However,
published Supreme Court decisions are an important part of the legal
development of Thailand and are frequently used as secondary authority.
Likewise, a foreign court’s decision may be submitted merely as one piece
of evidence in a certain case. The Thai court still has discretion regarding
whether to consider such foreign decision.

 >OVJHUYLWYLZLU[WHY[PLZILMVYL[OLJV\Y[ZOHUKSPUNJVW`YPNO[
SP[PNH[PVU&
Only an attorney-at-law who has acquired an attorney’s licence and has
registered with the Lawyers Council of Thailand can represent parties before
the courts handling copyright litigation.

 >OH[PZSHUN\HNLVM[OLWYVJLLKPUNZ&0Z[OLYLHJOVPJLVMSHUN\HNL&
The proceeding must be conducted in Thai. However, for copyright cases,
if the documents submitted to the IP and IT court are in English and the
parties agree that all or any part of such documents need not be translated
into Thai, the court may permit the parties to submit such documents as
evidence in the case without translation. However, this is contingent on
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the court’s determining that such documents are not evidence on the main
issues of the case.

 :<):;(5;0=,3(>
 >OH[[`WLZVM^VYRZHYLJVW`YPNO[HISL\UKLY`V\YSH^&+VLZ
`V\YUH[PVUHSSH^WYV]PKLMVYHJSVZLKSPZ[VMJVW`YPNO[HISL^VYRZVY
MVYHUVWLUSPZ[&
Under the Copyright Act B.E. 2537 (1994), there are nine categories of works
of authorship which are copyrightable:
• literary works (including computer programs);
• dramatic works;
• artistic works;
• musical works;
• audiovisual works;
• cinematographic works;
• sound recordings;
• sound and video broadcasting; and
• other works in the literary, scientiﬁc or artistic domain.
A work is also required to meet four elements as follows: expression of
idea; expression in a recognised work; originality and non-illegality. The
copyright protection for some works may also overlap with the protection
granted by other ﬁelds of intellectual property law such as trade mark
and design patent. Nevertheless, copyright protection does not extend to
ideas, procedures, processes, systems, methods of use, operations, concepts,
principles, discoveries, or scientiﬁc or mathematical theories.
In light of the above, the Copyright Act generally provides a closed list of
copyrightable works.

 +VLZ[OLH\[OVYVMH^VYROH]L[VILHUH[PVUHSVM`V\YJV\U[Y`
MVY[OL^VYR[VX\HSPM`HZJVW`YPNO[HISLVYKVLZH^VYRX\HSPM`MVY
JVW`YPNO[WYV[LJ[PVUPYYLZWLJ[P]LVM[OLUH[PVUHSP[`VM[OLH\[OVY&
Thailand, with its accession to the Berne Convention, Paris Act (1971),
adopts the Act’s criteria for both domestic and international protection of
copyright. Section 8 of the Thai Copyright Act B.E. 2537 (1994) states the
requirements regarding nationality as follows:
‘The creator shall be entitled to copyright protection in the work he has created
under the following conditions:
i. For unpublished work, the creator must be a Thai national or a resident of
Thailand, or a national or resident of a member country of an international
convention on the protection of copyrights of which Thailand is also a
member, during the entire time or most of the time of the creation of the work;
ii. Where the work has been published and the initial publication was made
in Thailand or a member country of an international convention on the
protection of copyrights of which Thailand is also a member, or where the
initial publication was made outside Thailand in a non-member country of
an international convention on the protection of copyrights of which Thailand
is a member, if the publication in Thailand or in a member country of an
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international convention on the protection of copyrights of which Thailand is
a member occurs within 30 days of the initial publication or if the creator has
the characteristics speciﬁed in (i) at the time of the initial publication. Where
Thai nationality is a requirement and the creator is a juristic person, such
juristic person must be incorporated under the laws of Thailand.’
The term ‘an international convention on the protection of copyrights
of which Thailand is also a member’ in this provision includes the Berne
Convention and TRIPS Agreement. Moreover, as per sub-section (ii), the actual
ﬁrst publication may be made outside Thailand, including in a country that
is a member of the Berne Convention or TRIPS. It is deemed to be the ﬁrst
publication if the subsequent publication agreements – Berne Convention or
TRIPS – are made within 30 days from the actual ﬁrst publication.

 >OH[[`WLZVMYPNO[ZHYLJV]LYLKI`JVW`YPNO[&;V^OH[L_[LU[HYL
TVYHSYPNO[ZJV]LYLKI`JVW`YPNO[&
Copyright consists of a set of exclusive rights. Generally, these are the rights
solely given to the copyright owner to exclude others from doing the same
acts which the copyright owner is entitled to do, stated as follows:
(i) reproduction or adaptation;
(ii) communication to public;
(iii) letting of the original or the copies of a computer program, an
audiovisual work, a cinematographic work and sound recordings;
(iv) giving beneﬁts accruing from the copyright to other persons;
(v) licensing the rights mentioned in (i), (ii) or (iii) with or without
conditions with the provision that the said conditions shall not unfairly
restrict the competition.
The rights to reproduction, adaptation and communication to the
public are conventional rights within the concept of copyright. Letting
of the original or copies of a computer program, an audiovisual work, a
cinematographic work, or a sound recording is a new right recently proposed
in TRIPS and adopted by the 1994 Act.
The present Copyright Act recognises moral rights covering the right of
paternity and the right of integrity. The author of the copyright work is
entitled to identify himself as the author and to prohibit the assignee or
any person from distorting, shortening, adapting, or doing anything against
the work to the extent that such act would cause damage to the reputation
or dignity of the author. When the author has died, the heir of the author
is entitled to litigation for the enforcement of their right through the term
of copyright protection unless otherwise agreed in writing, as stated in the
Copyright Act. The moral rights particularly protect the author’s fame or
dignity when they are no longer the copyright owner.

 >OH[KLMLUJLZHYLH]HPSHISL[VHUHSSLNLKPUMYPUNLY&;V^OH[
L_[LU[JHUºMHPY\ZL»VYºMHPYKLHSPUN»IL\ZLKHZHKLMLUJL&0M[OLZL
KVJ[YPULZKVUV[L_PZ[HYL[OLYLHU`JVTWHYHISLSPTP[H[PVUZ&
An alleged infringer shall not be deemed to infringe if the act does not
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conﬂict with a normal exploitation of the copyright work by the owner of
the copyright and does not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate right of
the owner of the copyright. Thailand has no direct legislation on doctrine or
defences of ‘fair use’ or ‘fair dealing’.
Nevertheless, in accordance with the Berne Convention and the TRIPS
Agreement, the Copyright Act provides the similar fair use defences as the
implied three-step test. Therefore an act shall not be considered as copyright
infringement when it consists of the following three principles:
(i) any certain acts as stated in the Copyright Act section 32 paragraph 2,
subsections (1) to (8);
(ii) any acts which do not conﬂict with normal exploitation of the
copyright work by the owner; or
(iii) any acts which do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate right of the
owner.
Generally, section 32 provides for the three-step test doctrine by separating
the ﬁrst step from the second and third steps. This leaves room for the second
and third steps, without the ﬁrst, to be used as a general provision on fair use.
To date, there is no court case directly confronting the matter.

 0Z[OLYLHYLX\PYLTLU[VMJVW`YPNO[YLNPZ[YH[PVU&0ZJVW`YPNO[
YLNPZ[YH[PVUYLX\PYLK[VLUMVYJLHJVW`YPNO[PL[VVI[HPUKHTHNLZVY
V[OLYYLSPLM&0ZHJVW`YPNO[KLWVZP[YLX\PYLK&0ZHJVW`YPNO[UV[PJL
YLX\PYLK&>OH[HYL[OLJVUZLX\LUJLZPMHU`MVYMHPS\YL[VTHRLH
JVW`YPNO[KLWVZP[VY[VKPZWSH`HJVW`YPNO[UV[PJL&
There is no requirement of copyright registration. The work shall have
automatic protection if it is copyrightable under the Copyright Act. The
copyright can be enforced without the prerequisite registration. There is also
no requirement for deposit or notice of copyright work.

 /V^SVUNKVLZJVW`YPNO[WYV[LJ[PVUSHZ[&
In general, the protection runs throughout the life of the author and for
50 years after the author’s death. In the case of a work of joint authorship,
copyright runs throughout the joint authors’ lives and continues to subsist
for 50 years from the death of the last surviving joint author. If the author or
all joint authors die prior to the publication of the work, copyright subsists
for 50 years from the ﬁrst publication of the work.
If the author is a juristic person, copyright subsists for 50 years from
the authorship, with the provision that if the work is published during
such period, the copyright continues to subsist for 50 years from the ﬁrst
publication. A copyright work which is created by a pseudonymous or
anonymous author subsists for 50 years from authorship, with the provision
that if the work is published during such period, copyright subsists for 50
years from ﬁrst publication. If the identity of the author becomes known,
the general rule will apply.
Copyright in a photographic work, audiovisual work, cinematographic
work, sound recording, or audio and video broadcasting work subsists for
50 years from authorship, with the provision that if the work is published
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during such period, copyright subsists for 50 years from ﬁrst publication.
Copyright in a work of applied art subsists for 25 years from authorship,
with the provision that if the work is published during such period,
copyright subsists for 50 years from ﬁrst publication.
Copyright in a work which is created in the course of employment,
instruction, or control subsists for 50 years from authorship, with the
provision that if the work is published during such period, copyright subsists
for 50 years from ﬁrst publication.

 /V^PZJVW`YPNO[PUMYPUNLTLU[HZZLZZLK&0ZHJ[\HSJVW`PUN[VIL
WYV]LKVYPZZ\IZ[HU[PHSZPTPSHYP[`Z\MÄJPLU[[VLZ[HISPZOPUMYPUNLTLU[&
Since the Copyright Act does not provide a presumption of infringement,
the fact that a restricted act is committed and consequently constitutes
infringement must be considered in each and every case. Although it is
widely accepted that liability for direct infringement is determined without
regard to the intent of the infringer, Thai courts have never held that
copyright infringement is a strict liability.
In proving the infringement, a copyright owner must establish proof of
copying either by direct or by indirect evidence. Direct evidence of copying
includes an admission by an infringer, while indirect evidence includes the
evidence showing access to the original work or the similarity between the
original and the allegedly infringing work. The question of similarity is less
debated in litigation in which the infringing work is identical in whole to
the copyright work. However, in litigation in which the infringing work is
similar only in part, the question of level of similarity may be raised.
In Thailand, the Copyright Act does not provide any provisions
addressing the issue of substantial similarity. However, since the theory of
substantial similarity of copyright infringement exists as a general principle
recognised by various countries, the courts of Thailand have adopted this
theory as a general principle of intellectual property law to determine the
infringement of copyright.

 (YL[OLYLHU`WHY[PJ\SHYP[PLZVMHZZLZZPUNJVW`YPNO[PUMYPUNLTLU[
MVYZWLJPÄJ[`WLZVM^VYRZLNZVM[^HYL&
Copyright infringement arises from a deliberate act in respect of all or part
of a copyrighted work of another without permission, either directly or
indirectly. Direct infringement consists of copying, modifying, reproduction,
adaptation, communication to the public, renting out an original or a
copy (audio-visual, cinematographic, sound recording, computer program),
or publication by a person who is not the copyright owner or licensee.
Computer programs are infringed if the infringement involves the
reproduction or adaptation of a substantial part the original work without
creating a new work. The infringement of computer programs also includes
disseminating to the public, or letting the original or copy of the work.
Moreover, indirect infringement also constitutes infringement. If any
person is aware or should have been aware that a particular work infringes
copyright and that person then engages in certain speciﬁed activities for the
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purpose of seeking proﬁts, this act is deemed to be indirect infringement.
The speciﬁed activities include various forms of distribution of the work to
the public, such as sale, rental, or import or export.

  *HUHJVW`YPNO[ILLUMVYJLKHNHPUZ[H[YHKLTHYRHKVTHPU
UHTLH[YHKLUHTLHWZL\KVU`TVYV[OLYKPZ[PUJ[P]LZPNUZ&
Since a trade mark includes marks or symbols related to copyright work
such as photographs, drawings, devices, combinations of colours, shapes,
or conﬁgurations of an object, a copyright work is therefore able to be
enforced against a trade mark or other distinctive sign, provided that the
copyright owner qualiﬁes as the original creator of the disputed mark.
However, the nature of a domain name, a trade name, or a pseudonym is not
copyrightable, and thus copyright cannot be enforced against them.

6U^OH[NYV\UKZJHUHJVW`YPNO[ILPU]HSPKH[LK&
Thai copyright law does not require registration in order to bring a lawsuit
against an alleged infringer. Thus, there is no mechanism for invalidation of
copyright under Thai copyright law. The works, once qualiﬁed under section
6 of the Copyright Act, can be protected automatically without registration.
Nevertheless, a copyright work might be considered as invalidated or as
a non-copyright work if it is later deemed contrary to the public order or
morality.

;V^OH[L_[LU[JHULUMVYJLTLU[VMHJVW`YPNO[L_WVZL[OL
JVW`YPNO[OVSKLY[VSPHIPSP[`MVYHUHU[P[Y\Z[]PVSH[PVU&
Thailand’s antitrust laws prohibit unfair trade practices and abuse of a
dominant position as prescribed in the Thai Trade Competition Act B.E.
2542 (1999). Thus, if a copyright owner is qualiﬁed as holding a dominant
position under the law, the copyright owner may be liable for antitrust
violation. Nevertheless, to date, the courts have yet to see a case brought
against a copyright owner on this particular issue.

(YL[OLYLHU`NYV\UKZVU^OPJOHUV[OLY^PZL]HSPKJVW`YPNO[
JHUILKLLTLK\ULUMVYJLHISLV^PUN[VTPZJVUK\J[I`[OLJVW`YPNO[
OVSKLYVYMVYZVTLV[OLYYLHZVU&0Z[OLYLH[PTLSPTP[MVYIYPUNPUNHU
PUMYPUNLTLU[HJ[PVU&
The Copyright Act does not have any provisions regarding unenforceable
valid copyright works. Nevertheless, the owner of the copyright cannot
exercise a right that would cause injury to another person, in accordance
with the Civil and Commercial Code.
The Copyright Act prescribes the statute of limitation in a copyright
infringement case differently from the general statute of limitation for
tort as stated in the Civil and Commercial Code. The Copyright Act makes
it three years from the day the copyright owner becomes aware of the
infringement as well as the identity of the infringer, with the provision that
the action shall be ﬁled no later than 10 years from the day the infringement
of copyright takes place.
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For criminal litigation, the Copyright Act does not provide any statute
of limitation for criminal proceedings. The issue, therefore, is subject to the
Penal Code, which is the basic law for criminal offences. The Penal Code
requires that the injured person notify the police of the offence or ﬁle the
action with the competent court within three months from knowledge of
the offence and the offender; otherwise, the proceedings shall be barred by
statute of limitation and, by consequence, the injured person shall not be
able to apply criminal legal proceedings against the offender.

*HUHJVW`YPNO[OVSKLYIYPUNHSH^Z\P[JSHPTPUNIV[OJVW`YPNO[
PUMYPUNLTLU[HUK\UMHPYJVTWL[P[PVUMVY[OLZHTLZL[VMMHJ[Z&
There is no direct legislation which provides for prosecution of unfair
competition under Thai intellectual property laws. Thus, a copyright holder
is able to bring a lawsuit only against an infringer as civil litigation and/or
criminal litigation based on copyright infringement.

 7(9;0,:;630;0.(;065
 >OVJHUZ\LMVYJVW`YPNO[PUMYPUNLTLU[JVW`YPNO[OVSKLY
L_JS\ZP]LSPJLUZLLUVUL_JS\ZP]LSPJLUZLLKPZ[YPI\[VY&+VLZH
SPJLUZLLULLK[VILYLNPZ[LYLK[VILLSPNPISL[VZ\L&
In civil litigation, only the owner of copyright holds the right to ﬁle an
action against the infringer. The ownership of copyright may derive from
the authorship, the assignment of copyright through juristic act, or legal
provisions. Additionally, the exclusive licensee also can sue for copyright
infringement.

 <UKLY^OH[JVUKP[PVUZPMHU`JHUHUHSSLNLKPUMYPUNLYIYPUNH
SH^Z\P[[VVI[HPUHKLJSHYH[VY`Q\KNTLU[VUUVUPUMYPUNLTLU[&
Under the Thai legal system, the action of obtaining a declaratory judgment
on non-infringement is not allowed.

 >OVJHUILZ\LKMVYJVW`YPNO[PUMYPUNLTLU[&*HU[OLJVTWHU`
KPYLJ[VYZILZ\LKWLYZVUHSS`&<UKLY^OH[JVUKP[PVUZPMHU`
JHUZVTLVULILZ\LKMVYPUK\JPUNVYJVU[YPI\[PUN[VJVW`YPNO[
PUMYPUNLTLU[I`ZVTLVULLSZL&
Any person who commits unauthorised use of material covered by the
Copyright Act in a manner that violates one of the copyright owner’s
exclusive rights can be sued for copyright infringement. Also, a company’s
directors can be sued personally if a juristic person commits an offence
under the Copyright Act unless they can prove that the juristic person
has committed the offence without their knowledge or consent. Under
the Copyright Act, no person can be sued for inducing or contributing to
copyright infringement by someone else.

 0ZP[WVZZPISL[VHKKVYZ\I[YHJ[WHY[PLZK\YPUNSP[PNH[PVU&
In both civil and criminal litigation, parties are not allowed to be added
during litigation. On the other hand, a plaintiff may voluntarily dismiss a
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lawsuit against any defendants at any time before the defendant ﬁles his
answer. The withdrawal of a plaint annuls the effect of the entry of such
plaint and of all other proceedings subsequent and replaces the parties to the
same position as if no plaint had been entered.

 ,5-69*,4,5;67;065:
 >OH[VW[PVUZHYLVWLU[VHJVW`YPNO[OVSKLY^OLUZLLRPUN[V
LUMVYJLP[ZYPNO[ZPU`V\YJV\U[Y`&
The Copyright Act provides the right holder with a mechanism of
enforcement of copyright by pursuing both a criminal action and a civil
action. The right holder may institute a civil action to seek available
remedies. Criminal prosecution is always an effective mechanism of
enforcement in the Thai intellectual property system. Measures at the border
are adopted to stop the outﬂow or inﬂow of infringing materials or copies.

 (YLJYPTPUHSWYVJLLKPUNZH]HPSHISL&0MZV^OH[HYL[OLZHUJ[PVUZ&
The infringement of copyright not only brings about civil liability but also
criminal sanctions. In other words, the law regards the infringement of
copyright as a criminal offence. The right holder may ﬁle a criminal action
in the competent court himself or ﬁle a complaint with the police regarding
the illegal act so that the police can investigate and submit the case to the
public prosecutor and then to the court for a decision.
Apart from general criminal enforcement such as ﬁne or imprisonment,
the Copyright Act B.E. 2537 (1994) provides the following sanctions:
• the plaintiff may ask the court to impose double the punishment
prescribed for the offence if the defendant has committed an offence
and has been punished by virtue of the Copyright Act and subsequently
commits an offence under the Act within ﬁve years of being discharged
from the punishment;
• the court is empowered to order that all materials made or imported
into the country and the making or the importation of such materials
constitutes an infringement of copyright, and where the ownership of
the copyright still belongs to the offender, it shall be vested upon the
copyright owner;
• the court is empowered to order the conﬁscation of things used for
committing the offence; or
• the plaintiff may ask the court to disburse half of the ﬁne paid by the
defendant in accordance with the judgment to the plaintiff.

 (YLIVYKLYTLHZ\YLZH]HPSHISL&
According to the Customs Act (No. 12) B.E. 2497 (1954), customs ofﬁcers
have the power to search without a warrant within the Customs Control
Zone. The exercise of this authority must be based on reasonable cause, and
not only property/goods may be searched, but persons as well. Customs laws
grant customs ofﬁcials the power to open and examine packages while the
packages are passing through customs. The same law allows ofﬁcials to board
and search vessels within the Kingdom’s boundaries. Customs ofﬁcials also
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have the authority to arrest persons on reasonable suspicion of an offence
against the customs laws.
Under customs department rules and regulations, the import and export
of pirated products alleged to infringe trade marks and copyright comes
within the ambit of customs regulations issued pursuant to section 5 of
the Export and Import Act B.E. 2522 (1979). These regulations permit an
intellectual property owner to lodge a petition with the customs authorities
to prevent the release of the suspected goods from the customs ofﬁcials’
control. Suspected copyright and trade mark infringement claims are
handled with slightly different methods.
If a copyright owner has cause to suspect that goods are reproductions or
modiﬁcations of a copyrighted work (ie, a ‘pirated work’), the owner may
pursue remedial action in a variety of different ways. The regulations that
apply include:
• Notiﬁcation of the Ministry of Commerce Governing the Exportation and
Importation of Goods (No. 94) B.E. 2536 (1993) (‘Notiﬁcation No. 94’);
• Notiﬁcation of the Ministry of Commerce Governing the Exportation
and Importation of Goods (No. 95) B.E. 2536 (1993) (‘Notiﬁcation No.
95’); and
• Notiﬁcation of the Customs Department providing the procedural
guidelines for goods infringing copyrights owned by others (No. 28) B.E.
2536 (1993).
Customs ofﬁcials have the authority to seize pirated goods under
Notiﬁcation No. 94. Notiﬁcation No. 95 authorises ofﬁcials to halt shipment
of products believed to be reproduced or adapted from the copyrighted
work of another person. A copyright owner or licensee may make petition
pursuant to Notiﬁcation No. 95 to the customs department for inspection
of the products before they are released to the importer, but there must
ﬁrst exist reasonable cause to believe that the works were reproduced or
adapted from a copyrighted or licensed work. In matters involving suspected
infringement of copyrighted works, upon reasonable cause, the rights
owner or its legally authorised representative may petition a customs ofﬁcial
for ‘suspension of the goods’ before they are released to the importer or
exporter. This has the practical effect of a ‘stop shipment order.’

 0ZP[JVTW\SZVY`[VZLUKHJLHZLHUKKLZPZ[SL[[LY[VHUHSSLNLK
PUMYPUNLYILMVYLJVTTLUJPUNJVW`YPNO[PUMYPUNLTLU[WYVJLLKPUNZ&
>OH[HYL[OLJVUZLX\LUJLZPMHU`MVYTHRPUN\UQ\Z[PÄLK[OYLH[ZVM
JVW`YPNO[PUMYPUNLTLU[&
To initiate copyright infringement proceedings, the Copyright Act does
not require the rights owner to send a cease and desist letter to an alleged
infringer. Practically, the administration of intellectual property in
Thailand is very reliant on police authority. The infringement or violation
of intellectual property rights is normally a criminal act. Accordingly, the
right holder may choose to pursue criminal process. Initially, the rights
holder usually notiﬁes the police authority of the offence. The police then
investigate to gather evidence regarding the infringement activity including
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raiding the infringer’s premises to arrest the infringer and seize infringing
goods as evidence before forwarding it to the public prosecutor and the
court respectively. Unsettled disputes with respect to intellectual property
are always tried at the specialised IP and IT court.
For unjustiﬁed threats, the alleged infringer is able to bring a tort action
against the alleger under the Civil and Commercial Code.

 ;V^OH[L_[LU[HYLJV\Y[Z^PSSPUN[VNYHU[JYVZZIVYKLYVYL_[YH
[LYYP[VYPHSPUQ\UJ[PVUZ&
According to the information disclosed to the public, the IP and IT court has
never ordered a worldwide injunction.

 ;V^OH[L_[LU[KVJV\Y[ZYLJVNUPZL[OLISVJRPUNLMMLJ[VM
º[VYWLKV»HJ[PVUZHIYVHK&
Under the Thai legal system, ‘torpedo’ actions are not available. The court
therefore has never determined the blocking effect of such actions.

 ;V^OH[L_[LU[HYLHS[LYUH[P]LKPZW\[LYLZVS\[PVU(+9TL[OVKZ
Z\JOHZHYIP[YH[PVUVYTLKPH[PVUH]HPSHISL[VYLZVS]LJVW`YPNO[
KPZW\[LZ&/V^^PKLZWYLHKHYL(+9TL[OVKZHUKPU^OPJOZLJ[VYZ&
Copyright owners who wish to seek a quick solution to a problem may
consider alternative mediation methods to settle the dispute before going
to trial. Recently, the DIP’s Ofﬁce of Settlement and Dispute Prevention
of Intellectual Property (the Ofﬁce) has been emphasising the availability
and effectiveness of its mediation procedure, which provides a feasible
remedy for dealing with intellectual property issues including infringement
of copyright. The DIP’s mediation procedure is very simple. The entire
process usually takes only two or three months and there is no fee for the
DIP. If the parties are able to reach an agreement, the Ofﬁce will prepare a
settlement agreement, the contents of which have been agreed to by both
parties. After execution of the agreement, it will be binding upon both
parties. Some global rights owners have successfully exploited this method
to stop infringements in Thailand. According to DIP data, the vast majority
of disputes (79 per cent) that have been brought before the Ofﬁce in recent
years have involved copyright.

 796*,+<9,05*0=03*6<9;:
 >OH[PZ[OLMVYTH[VMJVW`YPNO[PUMYPUNLTLU[WYVJLLKPUNZ&
A plaintiff ﬁles a suit to the IP and IT court. The defendant has 15 days (or
30 days if received by a substitute service) to ﬁle an answer in writing with
the court. After the plaint, answer, and answer to the counterclaim, if any,
have been ﬁled, the court notiﬁes the parties of the day ﬁxed for settlement
of the issues. Both parties are required to appear before the court. The court
will settle the issues in dispute for trial and then set the date for taking
evidence and hearing witnesses.
A list of witnesses and a description of the evidence to be introduced must
be ﬁled at least seven days before the date ﬁxed for taking evidence, together
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with a sufﬁcient number of copies for other parties to the case to collect
from the court ofﬁcer. Either of the parties may introduce new evidence after
the deadline for ﬁling the list of witnesses if the party can show reasonable
grounds, and if the new evidence has bearing on a material point at issue.
After both parties have rested, the court will allow each party to submit
their closing statement within 30 days from the last day of the hearing.
This is an optional session. When the hearing of witnesses is completed, the
court will schedule the hearing of the judgment, normally about one or two
month(s) later.
An appeal against any judgment of the IP and IT court can be submitted
directly to the Supreme Court within one month from the date of the
pronouncement of the judgment.

 (YLKPZW\[LKPZZ\LZKLJPKLKI`HQ\KNLVYHQ\Y`&
The jury system does not exist in Thailand; the judges alone hear all the
arguments and evidence. An intellectual property case trial is adjudicated
by at least two career judges and one lay judge. The necessary technical and
subject matter expertise is present to render a just and equitable outcome
irrespective of the technical complexity of the issues. As the career judges
have special training in intellectual property or international trade, the
jurisprudence being developed by the court is quite advanced and in line
with international norms of intellectual property rights protection. The lay
judges also have expertise in particular areas of intellectual property and
international trade.

 ;V^OH[L_[LU[HYLKVJ\TLU[ZHMÄKH]P[Z^P[ULZZLZHUKVY
JV\Y[HWWVPU[LKVYWYP]H[LL_WLY[Z\ZLK&0ZP[WVZZPISL[VJYVZZ
L_HTPUL^P[ULZZLZ&
Documents, afﬁdavits, and witnesses make up the diversity of evidence
presented to the court in copyright litigation. Regarding how experts are
used, in general the parties ask private experts for afﬁdavits; nevertheless, the
court may designate experts if it is determined to be a necessity.
It is possible to cross-examine witnesses in copyright litigation according
to the Civil Procedure Code.

 ;V^OH[L_[LU[PZZ\Y]L`L]PKLUJL\ZLKLN[VWYV]LZ\IZ[HU[PHS
ZPTPSHYP[`&>OH[PZP[ZYLSL]HUJLPUWYVJLLKPUNZLNWHY[`HSSLNH[PVU
L]PKLUJL&>OVKLJPKLZ^OPJOJVUZ\TLYZHYLX\LZ[PVULKPU[OL
Z\Y]L`LN[OLJV\Y[JV\Y[L_WLY[&>OH[SL]LSVMJVZ[ZOV\SKVUL
L_WLJ[[VPUJ\Y[VJHYY`V\[HZ\Y]L`&(YL[OLZLJVZ[ZYLJV]LYHISL
MYVT[OLSVZPUNWHY[`&
In copyright litigation there is no prohibition on using survey evidence.
However, presenting survey evidence has not been seen. The costs would not
be recoverable from the losing party; the party who conducts the survey has
to cover the costs by themselves.
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 0ZL]PKLUJLVI[HPULKMVYJYPTPUHSWYVJLLKPUNZHKTPZZPISLPUJP]PS
WYVJLLKPUNZHUK]PJL]LYZH&
The evidence obtained from criminal proceedings can be presented in civil
proceedings, and vice versa.

 ;V^OH[L_[LU[PZWYL[YPHSKPZJV]LY`WLYTP[[LK&0MP[PZWLYTP[[LK
OV^PZKPZJV]LY`JVUK\J[LK&0MP[PZUV[WLYTP[[LK^OH[V[OLYPMHU`
TLJOHUPZTZHYLH]HPSHISLMVYVI[HPUPUNL]PKLUJLMYVTHUHK]LYZL
WHY[`VYMYVT[OPYKWHY[PLZ&
Pre-trial discovery is not recognised in Thailand. The mechanism to obtain
evidence is pre-trial conference on the day of settlement of the issues. All
parties shall appear in court to present details of witnesses, depositions to
be submitted in lieu of oral testimony, or expert witnesses, documentary
evidence, and any other evidence. The court shall settle points in dispute and
direct any party to adduce evidence ﬁrst or afterwards on any point in issue.

 >OH[SL]LSVMWYVVMPZYLX\PYLKMVYLZ[HISPZOPUNPUMYPUNLTLU[VY
PU]HSPKP[`&
In civil copyright litigation, it is not necessary to prove beyond reasonable
doubt as it is in criminal law; preponderance of evidence will be enough.
In other words, the standard is satisﬁed if there is more than a 50 per cent
chance that the proposition is true.

 /V^SVUNKVJVW`YPNO[PUMYPUNLTLU[WYVJLLKPUNZ[`WPJHSS`SHZ[&0Z
P[WVZZPISL[VL_WLKP[L[OPZWYVJLZZ&
Copyright infringement proceedings usually take 14 to 18 months. In
limited circumstances, approval from the court may be granted in order to
expedite the process.

  >OH[VW[PVUZPMHU`HYLH]HPSHISL[VHKLMLUKHU[ZLLRPUN[VKLSH`
[OLWYVJLLKPUNZ&<UKLY^OH[JVUKP[PVUZPMHU`JHUWYVJLLKPUNZIL
Z[H`LK&/V^JHUHWSHPU[PMMJV\U[LYKLSH`PUN[HJ[PJZVMHKLMLUKHU[&
In order to delay the proceedings, there must be necessary grounds to apply
for an adjournment order either on or before a given day. Any party is
entitled to apply for such order. The order will only be granted once, except
in case of unavoidable necessity.
If the same parties are conducting both civil and criminal cases, the civil
case will usually be stayed until the ﬁnal judgment of the criminal case is
rendered.

 -05(39,4,+0,:
 >OH[YLTLKPLZHYLH]HPSHISLHNHPUZ[HJVW`YPNO[PUMYPUNLYÄUHS
PUQ\UJ[PVUKLSP]LY`\WVYKLZ[Y\J[PVUVMPUMYPUNPUNNVVKZW\ISPJH[PVU
VM[OLKLJPZPVUYLJHSSVYKLYTVUL[HY`YLTLKPLZL[J&
The court has authority to render a permanent injunction and order the
infringer to compensate the owner of copyright for damages in the amount
which the court considers appropriate taking into account the seriousness
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of injury including the loss of beneﬁts and expenses necessary for the
enforcement of the rights by the owner of the copyright under the Copyright
Act. Moreover, all counterfeit goods will become the property of the owner of
the copyright and all articles used for committing a violation will be forfeited.
Destruction of infringing goods, publication of the decision, and recallorders are not available remedies under the Copyright Act.

 ;V[OLL_[LU[P[PZWVZZPISL[VVI[HPUHÄUHSPUQ\UJ[PVUHNHPUZ[
M\[\YLPUMYPUNLTLU[PZP[LMMLJ[P]LHNHPUZ[[OLPUMYPUNLY»ZZ\WWSPLYVY
J\Z[VTLYZ&
Only the parties to the case are bound by the judgment. Thus, a ﬁnal
injunction cannot be enforced against the infringer’s supplier or customers.

 >OH[TVUL[HY`YLTLKPLZHYLH]HPSHISLHNHPUZ[HJVW`YPNO[
PUMYPUNLYYLHZVUHISLYV`HS[`SVZ[WYVÄ[ZHJJV\U[VMWYVÄ[ZVYZVTL
V[OLYIHZPZ&(YLW\UP[P]LKHTHNLZH]HPSHISL&0MZV\UKLY^OH[
JVUKP[PVUZ&(YLSPHIPSP[`HUKX\HU[\TVMTVUL[HY`YLTLKPLZHZZLZZLK
H[[OLZHTL[PTLI`[OLJV\Y[VYPZ[OLX\HU[\THZZLZZLKH[H
ZLWHYH[LSH[LYZ[HNLMYVTSPHIPSP[`&
Under the Copyright Act, the court has authority to order the infringer to
compensate the copyright owner for damages in the amount which the
court considers appropriate taking into account the seriousness of injury
including the loss of beneﬁts and expenses necessary for the enforcement
of the rights by the copyright owner. Punitive damages are not available in
Thailand. The court usually assesses infringement liability and monetary
remedies at the same time.

 79,30405(9@9,30,-
 0ZWYLSPTPUHY`YLSPLMH]HPSHISL&0MZV^OH[WYLSPTPUHY`TLHZ\YLZ
HYLH]HPSHISLLNWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVUHUK\UKLY^OH[JVUKP[PVUZ&0Z
\YNLUJ`HJVUKP[PVUMVY[OLJV\Y[[VNYHU[WYLSPTPUHY`YLSPLM&0MZVOV^
PZP[KL[LYTPULK&
The court shall order a preliminary injunction if there is explicit evidence
that a person is doing or about to do any act which is an infringement of
copyright. The owner of copyright may seek the injunction to order the
person to stop or refrain from such act. The copyright owner shall state the
facts giving rise to the cause of action in the case and the reasons sufﬁcient
for the court to believe that it is appropriate to grant such order. The owner
shall also include a statement of a person who witnessed the cause of action
conﬁrming the facts giving rise to the application in order to substantiate
the cause of action.
The court shall grant preliminary relief if the owner has reasonable
grounds. Such reasonable grounds exist if the nature of damage incurred by
the owner cannot be restituted by monetary measures or any other form of
indemnity, or the prospective defendant is not in a position to compensate
the owner for his damage, or if it might be difﬁcult to enforce the judgment
against the prospective defendant afterwards.
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Urgent preliminary relief is available and shall be granted if the
preliminary relief application satisﬁes the judge with the statement of the
plaintiff or the evidence adduced by him or called by the court itself proves
that the case is an emergency and that the application is well-grounded.

 0ZL_WHY[LYLSPLMH]HPSHISL^OLYL[OLKLMLUKHU[PZNP]LUUVUV[PJL
H[HSS&0MZV\UKLY^OH[JVUKP[PVUZ&
Ex parte relief is available only in case of emergency as stated above.
Moreover, the defendant may immediately ﬁle an application requesting the
court to repeal the order or warrant. Such application may be made ex parte
by permission of the court. If upon that application the court issues an order
of repeal, such order shall be ﬁnal.

 (YLWYV[LJ[P]L^YP[ZRUV^UPU`V\YJV\U[Y`HUK^OH[LMMLJ[ZKV
[OL`OH]LVU[OLWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVUWYVJLLKPUNZ&
Protective writs are not recognised in Thailand.

 0Z[OLWSHPU[PMMLU[P[SLK[VHZRMVYHUVYKLY[OH[[OLKLMLUKHU[»Z
WYLTPZLZHYLZLHYJOLKHUKHKLZJYPW[PVUVM[OLPUMYPUNPUNNVVKZHUK
[OLHJJV\U[PUNKH[HYLSH[PUN[OLYL[VPZTHKLPUVYKLY[VLZ[HISPZOWYVVM
VMPUMYPUNLTLU[ZHPZPLJVU[YLMHsVU&0MUV[^OH[V[OLYTLJOHUPZTZPM
HU`HYLH]HPSHISLMVYZLPaPUNHUKWYLZLY]PUNL]PKLUJLMVY[YPHS&
The plaintiff is entitled to ask for an order to search for a description of
the infringing goods in the defendant’s premises when the plaintiff has
reasonable grounds to suspect that the evidence it may have in the future
will be lost or become difﬁcult to produce when the case is ﬁled, or that a
party on whom it intends to rely will be lost before it can adduce the party
in court or will become difﬁcult to adduce at a later stage. The plaintiff shall
ﬁle the application to the court. The court shall decide on the application as
it deems it appropriate. If the application is granted, the evidence shall be
taken as prescribed by law.

 *HU[OLKLMLUKHU[W\[[OL]HSPKP[`VMHJVW`YPNO[H[PZZ\LPU
WYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVUWYVJLLKPUNZ&
The defendant can put the validity of a copyright at issue. There is no law
prohibiting such act.

 >OH[PZ[OLMVYTH[VMWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVUWYVJLLKPUNZ&
The owner of the copyright work may ﬁle an application for preliminary
injunction at the IP and IT court. The plaintiff is able to ﬁle an application
before or after ﬁling the case. Before ﬁling the case, the plaintiff is able to ﬁle
an application stating the facts giving rise to the cause of action in the case
and the reasons sufﬁcient for the court to believe that it is appropriate to
grant such order. The application shall include an afﬁdavit of a person who
witnessed the cause of action in order to substantiate the cause of action.
The court shall grant the application if it is satisﬁed that:
• there are reasonable grounds for the application for the court to grant
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such application; and
the nature of damage incurred by the applicant is damage which
cannot be restituted by monetary or any other form of indemnity or the
prospective defendant is not in a position to compensate the applicant
for his damage, or it might be difﬁcult to enforce the judgment against
the prospective defendant afterwards.
After ﬁling the case, the plaintiff is entitled to ﬁle with the court, together
with the plaint or at any time before judgment, an ex parte application
requesting the court to order the following injunction:
• the seizure or attachment before judgment of the whole or part of the
property in dispute or the defendant’s property; or
• a temporary injunction restraining the defendant from repeating or
continuing any wrongful act, or an order stopping or preventing the
wasting or damaging of such property until the case becomes ﬁnal or
until the court has otherwise ordered.
In an emergency, together with an application, the plaintiff may ﬁle a
motion requesting the court to issue without delay the order or warrant
requested. If satisﬁed with the statement of the plaintiff or the evidence
adduced by them or called by the court itself that the case is one of
emergency and that the application is well-grounded, the court shall
immediately issue the order or warrant applied for to such extent and under
such conditions as it thinks necessary. If the court dismisses the application,
such order shall be ﬁnal. The defendant may immediately ﬁle an application
requesting the court to repeal the order or warrant. Such application may be
made ex parte by permission of the court.
•

 0MHWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVUPZNYHU[LKHUK[OLTHPUPUMYPUNLTLU[
HJ[PVUPZÄUHSS`SVZ[JHU[OLKLMLUKHU[JSHPTKHTHNLZMVY[OL
\UQ\Z[PÄLKWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVU&0MZVOV^HYL[OLKHTHNLZ
JHSJ\SH[LK&4\Z[[OLWSHPU[PMMWYV]PKLZVTLMVYTVMIVUKN\HYHU[LL[V
JVTWLUZH[L[OLKLMLUKHU[PU[OLL]LU[[OH[[OLWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVU
PZSH[LYOLSK[VOH]LILLU^YVUNS`PTWVZLK&
The defendant shall be able to claim damages for the unjustiﬁed preliminary
injunction by ﬁling an application requesting the court to repeal or modify
the provisional measure. In addition, the defendant may make a request
in the application to repeal or modify that within 30 days from the date
on which the court issues an order directing the person requesting such
measures to compensate them for damages. If the court ﬁnds that the
measure was granted due to the court’s misunderstanding or sufﬁcient
reason to grant such measures was caused by the fault or negligence of the
person requesting the measures, the court may order them to compensate
the defendant in the amount the court deems appropriate.

 ;V^OH[L_[LU[HYLKVJ\TLU[ZHMÄKH]P[Z^P[ULZZLZZ\Y]L`
L]PKLUJLHUKVYJV\Y[HWWVPU[LKVYWYP]H[LL_WLY[Z\ZLKPU
WYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVUWYVJLLKPUNZ&
Where a preliminary injunction is sought, the application shall include an
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afﬁdavit conﬁrming the facts, from a witness to the cause of action, in order
to substantiate the cause of action. Other supporting documents should be
provided though they are not compulsory in this proceeding.

  >OH[SL]LSVMWYVVMPZYLX\PYLKMVYLZ[HISPZOPUNPUMYPUNLTLU[VY
PU]HSPKP[`PUWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVUWYVJLLKPUNZ&
The requesting person has a burden of proof requiring them to present prima
facie evidence for all the essential facts in its case. If they cannot, the claim
may be dismissed without any need for a response by the defendant.

/V^SVUNKVWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVUWYVJLLKPUNZ[`WPJHSS`SHZ[&
In an emergency, the proceedings typically take one to three days. The inter
partes proceedings, however, may take from three to six months.

>OLYLHWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVUPZNYHU[LKPZP[ULJLZZHY`[VZ[HY[
THPUWYVJLLKPUNZ[VJVUÄYT[OLWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVU&
After the court grants a preliminary injunction, a requesting person must
ﬁle a case relating to the injunction within 15 days from the date on which
the application was granted or within the period prescribed by the court.
Otherwise, the measures shall lapse after 15 days or the period prescribed.

 (77,(3796*,+<9,
 >OH[H]LU\LZVMHWWLHSHYLH]HPSHISLMVYHKLMLH[LKWHY[`PU
THPUWYVJLLKPUNZVYWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVUWYVJLLKPUNZ&<UKLY^OH[
JVUKP[PVUZ&
In main proceedings, an appeal against any judgment or order of the IP and
IT court is submitted directly to the Supreme Court. Such appeal must be
submitted within one month from the pronouncement date. The judgment
of the IP and IT court may be appealed both on the question of fact and
on the question of law under conditions provided by law. The ruling of the
Supreme Court is ﬁnal.
In preliminary injunction proceedings, the prospective defendant may
ﬁle an application requesting the court to repeal or modify the provisional
measures of protection. If the court ﬁnds that the order granting provisional
measures of protection which has been repealed or modiﬁed was granted
due to its misunderstanding that there were grounds for taking an action
against the prospective defendant or sufﬁcient reason to grant such
provisional measures, and the misunderstanding was caused by the fault or
negligence of the person requesting the measures, the court may order them
to compensate the prospective defendant in the amount the court deems
appropriate. The order of the court repealing or modifying the measures
shall be ﬁnal.

 0MHUHWWLHSPZÄSLKPZYLSPLM\Z\HSS`Z[H`LKWLUKPUN[OLV\[JVTL
VM[OLHWWLHS&
Under section 231 of the Civil Procedure Code B.E. 2477 (1934), the lodging
of an appeal does not entail a stay of execution of the judgment or order of
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the IP and IT court, but the party lodging the appeal may at any time before
the judgment of the Supreme Court, apply to that court for such stay of
execution by motion setting forth reasonable grounds for the application.

 /V^SVUNKVHWWLHSWYVJLLKPUNZ[`WPJHSS`SHZ[&
An appeal against any judgment of the IP and IT court can be submitted
directly to the Supreme Court within one month from the date of the
pronouncement of the judgment. An appeal against the judgment usually
takes 18 to 24 months before the case is heard by the Supreme Court, and
an appeal against a preliminary injunction order takes about four to six
months. The ruling of the Supreme Court is ﬁnal.

 30;0.(;065*6:;:
>OH[SL]LSVMJVZ[ZOV\SKVULL_WLJ[[VPUJ\Y[V[HRLH
JHZL[OYV\NO[VHÄYZ[PUZ[HUJLKLJPZPVUWYLSPTPUHY`PUQ\UJ[PVU
WYVJLLKPUNZHUKVYHWWLHSWYVJLLKPUNZ&
The cost of copyright litigation in Thailand may vary signiﬁcantly,
depending on the complexity of the case, the strategy of the litigants, and
the type of proceeding such as a civil or criminal action.
In ﬁling a lawsuit, the court requires the claimant to deposit a ﬁling
fee equal to 2 per cent of the anticipated claim amount upon ﬁling of the
complaint, subject to a maximum of Baht 200,000, for claims not exceeding
Baht 50 million. In this regard, the attorney’s fee in a specialised IP law
ﬁrm for representing a client in an infringement civil action would be
approximately $20,000 upwards, while the attorney’s fee for proceeding in a
criminal action would be much lower.

*HUH[[VYUL`MLLZHUKJVZ[ZILYLJV]LYLKI`[OL^PUUPUNWHY[`&
The ultimate liability for costs of the parties to a case is to be borne by the
party losing the case; however, the court shall have the power, irrespective
of the total or partial success of a party, to decide at its discretion (with due
regard being paid to the reasonableness and good faith of the parties or
the conduct of the case by the parties) that the costs are to be borne by the
winning party or that each party shall bear their own costs or a proportion
of the total of costs incurred by the parties.
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>OH[HYL[OLPTWVY[HU[KL]LSVWPUNHUKLTLYNPUN[YLUKZPU`V\Y
JV\U[Y`»ZJVW`YPNO[SH^&
Anton Piller orders and preventative injunctions are becoming widely
used in copyright law. An Anton Piller order is a measure to seize evidence
of infringement where the rights owner faces an immediate risk that the
evidence will be destroyed, damaged, concealed or will otherwise disappear.
A preventative injunction is the measure to stop further infringement of
intellectual property rights.
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;V[OLL_[LU[P[YLSH[LZ[VJVW`YPNO[LUMVYJLTLU[WSLHZLV\[SPUL
HU`THQVYJVW`YPNO[SLNPZSH[PVUPU[OLWPWLSPUL
One legal change impacting copyright that is likely to be forthcoming in
the near future involves the Customs Act. A new Customs Act is currently
being drafted to replace the existing one, which has been in effect for more
than 80 years. The deﬁnition portion of the bill, section 6, clearly states the
meaning of ‘intellectual property infringing goods’ and no longer relies on
the designation of ‘prohibited goods,’ as stated in the current legislation.
Goods infringing copyright are speciﬁcally referenced in this section. This
will bring to an end any arguments regarding what type of goods can be
seized under the Copyright Act by making it clear that copyright owners
are entitled to take action at the borders to stop the import and export
of infringing products. Section 161 of the bill states that the penalty for
importing and exporting infringing goods is imprisonment for a period not
exceeding 10 years, or a ﬁne equal to ﬁve times the duty-paid value of the
goods, or both.

 <:,-<39,-,9,5*,:
7SLHZLPKLU[PM`HU`\ZLM\S^VYRZVMYLMLYLUJLYLSH[PUN[VJVW`YPNO[
SH^HUKJVW`YPNO[SP[PNH[PVUPU`V\YJV\U[Y`PUJS\KPUN\ZLM\S^LIZP[LZ
www.ipthailand.org
www.itd.or.th/th/node/427
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